Essextec Technology Briefing

Has your company established a hybrid cloud strategy?
The emergence of cloud based capabilities has ushered in a new hybrid landscape for modern information
technology — one that elegantly combines on-premise infrastructure, cloud based IaaS, and a robust set
of SaaS and PaaS offerings. These offerings reflect new classes of reliable and intelligent applications — all
encompassed by the hybrid cloud approach.
Or course, with every advance, challenges also appear. This landscape has been evolving at a high
speed, adding to the complexity of the typical enterprise information strategy. Technology leaders at
Essextec have been hard at work following how cloud related technologies, in their various forms, have
been changing and how they, as a collective, need to be viewed in a much larger context. This context
includes modern application development practices, ever more stringent security constraints and
requirements, data and information management solutions, as well as a perspective seen through the lens
of infrastructure.

Our Offer
Essextec’s office of the CTO would like to extend an offer to your organization’s technology leadership for a
90 minute briefing. During this briefing we will explore many relevant trends and themes including:
>> Cloud Economics
>> Next Gen Security
>> DevOps and DevSecOps
>> Software Defined Infrastructure
>> Hybrid Cloud: Next Gen Data Center
>> Systems of Engagement: Mobile Apps and Extranets
>> Intelligent Applications and Data: Applying Cognitive Computing

Essextec Insight
Hybrid cloud is no longer just an IaaS discussion. It is also about building enterprise bridges between legacy
environments and a rich future of SaaS and PaaS where the nature of applications changes drastically.
Essextec offers Cloud, Cognitive, and Cybersecurity solutions delivered by a team of experienced
technology and security experts, business consultants, and industry thought leaders. Our innovative
and cognitive era solutions are uniquely tailored and enable us to provide differentiated value and
outstanding business outcomes for each of our clients. Visit essextec.com
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